
Multimedia. Preserve, edit and share.

Photos

178,364

Videos

9,156

Audio

445

Press

39,520

Posters

812

Pageviews

Ranking

440,855

6th

Europe

World

2nd

Contact us
cds.support@cern.ch

Fork us
/CERNDocumentServer

Visit us
http://cds.cern.ch

Push to YouTube
Upload any video from CDS directly to 

YouTube, with one click.
 Include content from CDS into your 
website using the Drupal module.

Drupal Integration
Share your content directly to all major 

social networks.

Social Sharing

Edit

Crop photos

Create a cropped version of any 
submitted photo, and preserve it.

Crowdsourcing

Suggest and share ideas and comments 
with the community.

Content management
› Set specific workflows and keywords to 
moderate and enrich your records.

› Claim with one click some selected 
content to be part of your collections.

Download all
Save all images attached to a record with 
one click.

Video subtitles
Lectures and movies can contain 
searchable multilingual subtitles.

Share

Embed gallery

Customize the gallery and get the html 
code that fits your site best.

Portfolio view

Search and share a set of images in a 
mosaic view.

Embed movies
Include video material into your website 
via HTML code. 

Elasticsearch & Kibana
Log users’ behavior to customize 
browsing exprerience, using Lumberjack.

Recommendations
Sort results with a read-recommended 
ranking to see what other people are 
looking at, using Obelix.

Similar videos
Get suggestions of similar videos based 
on word similarity.

Discover

Preserve

Multiple formats
Support and store with unique long-term 
ids many formats like, HD videos and 
High Resolution images. Automatically 
creates sub-formats for various use 
cases.

Submissions
Allow archiving confidential content 
restricted to specific user groups, as well 
as open material with CC-BY license.

Content types
› Albums of Photo Archives

Digitizing 220,000 historical images from 
1954 to 1980.

› CERN Bulletin

Preserve many CERN publications, 
including CERN Couriers and Bulletins.

› Event display

Provide access to the major LHC 
Experiments event displays.

› Event display Powered by
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